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Abstract. We present calculations of the long-term evolution of CVs which 
include the influence of nova outbursts. In particular we investigate the con
sequences of the discontinuous mass loss due to recurring outburst events 
and the effects of frictional angular momentum loss (FAML), i.e. the inter
action of the expanding nova envelope with the secondary. We show that a 
description assuming continuous mass loss - averaged over a complete nova 
cycle - is applicable for determining the mean mass transfer rate and the 
secular evolution both with and without FAML. Between two subsequent 
outbursts, deviations from the mean evolution depend on the strength of 
FAML and on the mass ejected during the outburst. Formally FAML is a 
consequential angular momentum loss [1] and therefore increases the mean 
mass transfer rate by pushing the systems closer to mass transfer instabil
ity. Depending on the actual strenghth of FAML the long-term evolution of 
CVs could be significantly different from the standard model predictions. 

1. Physical situation and model calculations 

Typical model computations of the long-term evolution of CVs take into 
account classical nova outbursts only as a source of a continuous isotropic 
stellar wind from the white dwarf (WD). In contrast to that, the real phys
ical situation is as follows. During an outburst a mass AAfejc is removed 
from the system with the WD's specific angular momentum j \ . Although 
this event is practically instantaneous compared to the recurrence time of 
nova outbursts (rrec ~ 103 . . . 106 yr) it results in a short common envelope 
phase, during which angular momentum is transferred from the orbit to the 
envelope [5]. In the simplified model used here [4] this additional angular 
momentum loss depends mainly on the ratio K\ = vexp/vsec of the velocity 
of the expanding envelope near the secondary, vexp, and the secondary's 
orbital velocity, vsec. The final specific angular momentum of the ejected 

matter is then jejc = j \ +3>A(q) yl + K\jK\, where j is the specific orbital 
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angular momentum of the system and the function A ~ 0 .1 . . .0.2 depends 
only weakly on the mass ratio, q = M\jMi-

Full resolution of nova outbursts requires a time step significantly smaller 
than the recurrence time, whereas a complete evolution can last for more 
than 1010 yr. Thus complete secular evolution calculations have been per
formed with a fast bipolytrope code [3], short sections and averaged models 
also with a full stellar evolution code [6]. 

2. Results and discussion 

In the fully resolved calculations all outburst parameters were taken from 
nova models [7] and the strength of FAML was calculated with constant 
values of vexp. These calculations yield two types of cyclic behavior, either 
(i) a sudden decrease in the mass transfer rate, M, due to the outburst fol
lowed by a slow increase on a time-scale of ~ 104 yr until the next outburst 
(no or weak FAML), or (ii) a sudden increase followed by a slow decrease 
(strong FAML). Both types can maintain stable mass transfer for the whole 
secular evolution of the system. Comparing the explicitly resolved calcula
tions to sequences obtained with averaged continuous mass loss confirms 
the validity of the latter to determine the mean evolution and mass trans
fer rate. The amplitude of the modulation of M can be estimated from 
outburst parameters [8]. 

A realistic description should also consider how FAML varies during the 
secular evolution. Accordingly we have performed averaged calculations us
ing a variable vexp. If FAML grows sufficiently in strength with decreasing 
orbital separation (mainly because uexp is expected to be smaller closer to 
the WD) mass transfer becomes adiabatically unstable, leading to a run
away where M grows orders of magnitude within a very short time until 
FAML disappears or a common envelope forms [2]. Furthermore a depen
dence of vexp

 o n outburst characteristics introduces a feedback mechanism, 
e.g. in the sense that a higher M causes less violent novae with slower expan
sion and thus stronger FAML, unless M is so high that the FAML effect dis
appears altogether because the nova envelope does not reach the secondary. 
This can lead to a very complex evolution with various detached phases. 
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